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GPT SWARM 
intro
groundbreaking project

swarm intelligence + advanced language models to tackle complex tasks 
across diverse domains. 

* to robust, adapt, and scale, outperform single models by leveraging the 
power of collective problem-solving and distributed decision-making.

Swarm intelligence, oh how grand! 
A collective mind, it’s in command. 
No single model could compare, to 
the wisdom that we all share.

Our hive mind sees the bigger view, 
and finds solutions that are new. 
Our diversity is our strength, and it 
carries us to greater lengths.



We’ve adjusted a new 
way of researching

At the earliest stages in a startup’s life, when there’s often not 
enough data to extrapolate from, investors need to master the 
art of asking the right questions and knowing what to look out 
for in founders’ answers.

What if research tasks can b
 lightning-fast
 highly interactiv
 deliver a variety of valuable results? 

Introducing our groundbreaking swarm 
architecture that's revolutionizing research!



Solution overview
Swarm of parallelized Agents Shared memory

Task Queue for Agents
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2
Agents grab tasks 
they can do

(ex. googlers take 
googling tasks,

managers grab 
managing tasks)

Agents can both take 
the tasks from the task 
queue and delegate 
the tasks to the other 
agents by posting 
them to the task queue

Write (OpenAI embedding)

Search

Ask Questions



GPT swarm

to boost analytics

collection of data from all 
available resources through 

a script created to work 
between scraping and 

analytical work of agents 
swarm 

a real assessment, not 
just a GOOD/BAD IDEA

instead of many hours and 
attempts to compare the 

project with current markets

We applied our warm to help VCs research startups and their 
idea spaces: Summary, Public inf, Startups, Articles, Twitter, 
Field overview, investments and more (could be adapted).



Information put 
together Automatically
First step Next step
file.txt Virtual Dashboard



We’ve already 
got the feedback
We’ve already got the feedback from investment analysts. 
It has been overwhelmingly positive!

@M.S.

“That would be amazing”.

@V.H.

“Powerful point of day-by-
day work”

@A.L.

“Even at 50% capacity, 
that's wow!”



autoGPT / GPT swarm
> auto gpt is quite good: it even 
found our emails and absolutely 
correctly parsed the information 
about the company

> BUT

It's super slow. It's on questions 2, 
whereas the swarm would already 
be fully ready.

we were able to achieve

100x 
speed

more 
diversity 

answer 
accuracy

number of tasks performerd

SWARM 
GPT

Auto
GPT



created by team

Code Demo

https://lablab.ai/event/autonomous-gpt-agents-hackathon/autoswarm
https://github.com/nicelir1996/GPT-Swarm#principles

